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Canmore Mountain Market: Thursday, October 4, 2018.
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SEEKING COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Following TSMV's 2017 Resort Centre ASP amendment submission, we heard from the community that
TSMV needs to better articulate the vision for its developable land, which represents 80 per cent of the
remaining developable land in Canmore. As we enter this new Area Structure Plan (ASP) process, we
have worked to make the vision clear for Three Sisters' Village and Smith Creek lands.
Once the Terms of Reference (TOR) was approved by Council on Oct. 2, TSMV initiated its community
engagement plan and has attended a range of community events to seek broad input on the Draft Vision
and Principles. This report is a summary of what we’ve heard and is the final report from ASP Phase 2
Community Engagement .

Canmore Safeway: Saturday, October 13, 2018.
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WHAT WE HEARD
The future of TSMV represents a tremendous opportunity for the Town of Canmore, its residents and
businesses. Throughout our public consultation process to date, we collected 343 comments on TSMV’s
Draft Vision and Principles from community members.
From these conversations, four primary themes emerged. Feedback was focused on the following:
• 19% affordability (66 comments)
• 15% wildlife ( 51 comments)
• 15% mobility (50 comments)
• 14% commercial (49 comments).
Beyond these core themes, comments concentrated on:
• 6% community spaces (21 comments)
• 6% undermining (20 comments)
• 2% aesthetics (6 comments)
• 2% natural disaster mitigations (6 comments).
There was a long list of general statements (21%/72 comments), unrelated to the primary themes:
• position on project: in favour, opposed, mixed feelings, more clarity needed
• no more grading
• tax implications
• suggestions for further outreach.
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AFFORDABILITY
The “Inclusive” principle drew the highest numbers of comments and questions. Primarily, residents had
concerns about affordability. Some suggested ways to alleviate the issue, from a range of property types
to initiatives like Perpetually Affordable Housing. Others wanted to see the needle move on
affordability, to provide opportunities for all ages and incomes.
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Perpetual Affordable Housing

Rental options

Other

Affordability:
• 25% - mix of property types (17 comments)
o condos
o apartments
o townhomes
o single family homes
o campgrounds
• 23% - general statements (16 comments)
o Not sure how to achieve affordability, but find a way
• 14% - no second homes (9 comments)
• 8% - staff housing (5 comments)
• 8% - Perpetually Affordable Housing (5 comments)
• 8% - increased rental opportunities (5 comments)
• 14% - other (9 comments)
o social services support
o market driven pricing
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WILDLIFE
When discussing “Sense of Place,” wildlife was the biggest concern. The community wants to make sure
that development mitigates the impact on wildlife; the corridor adjacent to Smith Creek was the main
concern. Residents want a functional corridor backed by independent science-based review that is
provincially approved. Education regarding human use—off-leash dogs, recreational activities—was also
noted, as was further mitigation opportunities (no mountain ash, buffer zones needed, fencing).
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Wildlife:
• 63% - viable wildlife corridors (33 comments)
• 15% - education regarding human-use in wildlife corridors (8 comments)
o off-leash dogs
o mountain biking
o hiking
• 14% - further mitigations needed (7 comments)
o no mountain ash
o buffer zones
• 8% - other (4 comments)
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MOBILITY
Mobility, another element of the “Inclusive” principle, was the third most discussed topic. Residents
supported the need for multi-modes of transportation including walking, cycling, mountain biking and
transit. They want an integrated system that connects to current pathways; making TSMV a mountain
biking mecca was a key discussion point. A transit system was also a big priority for residents. They want
connection to downtown and other neighbourhoods to help minimize congestion (specifically on Bridge
Rd.) and parking problems.
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Mobility:
• 51% - integrated trail system (25 comments)
• 25% - sustainable transit (12 comments)
• 10% - congestion/parking (5 comments)
• 10% - pedestrian-friendly (5 comments)
• 4% - other (2 comments)
o traffic impact on Dead Man’s Flats
o questions/clarity on how to move people
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COMMERCIAL
Residents were overwhelmingly in favour of having commercial space on TSMV lands, with almost half
the comments related to this theme in favour of grocery stores, restaurants and coffee shops to
complement the downtown core and support area residents. Opportunities specific to health and
wellness businesses, as well as a potential educational institute, resonated with residents. There were
specific comments about not allowing chain stores, keeping businesses locally-owned and operated.
Close to 10 per cent of conversations on this topic did state that they did not want to see commercial as
part of development; competition with downtown businesses was cited as the main concern. There was
a large percentage of comments that wanted more information on what commercial would look like.
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Commercial:
• 47% - needed (21 comments)
• 9% - not needed (4 comments)
• 7% - health and wellness businesses opportunities (3 comments)
• 7% - incorporate educational institute (3 comments)
• 7% - no chain stores (3 comments)
• 21% - other (11 comments)
o more information needed about size and scale
o clarity on the balance of hotel space vs. homes
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT EVENTS
TSMV coordinated a series of information booths at events and locations that span community interests.
Please note, there will be more opportunities for residents to feel heard throughout the ASP planning
process. The following is a list of locations and dates from Phase 2 public engagement.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wednesday, October 3: Canmore Rotary breakfast
Thursday, October 4: Canmore Mountain Market
Thursday, October 11: BOWDA luncheon
Saturday, October 13: Canmore Safeway
Thursday, October 18: Bow Valley Chamber Business Excellence Awards
Tuesday, October 23: Elevation Place lobby
Saturday, October 27: Thrive Health and Wellness Festival Expo, Canmore Nordic Centre
Tuesday, October 31: Canmore Seniors Association, Creekside Hall
November 17-18: Canmore Christmas Artisans’ Market

Elevation Place: Tuesday, October 23, 2018.
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COMMUNICATION MATERIALS
In addition to face-to-face conversations, TSMV developed easy to understand communications
materials for community members to take away and learn more. Materials were designed to encourage
interaction and dialogue. At each information session TSMV representatives had printed handouts of the
Draft Vision and Principles document, a large Draft Vision and Principles board and a map showing the
location of Three Sisters’ Village and Smith Creek.

Since not everyone in Canmore knows or understands what an Area Structure Plan is, how it comes
together and its approval process, TSMV provided booth visitors with a one-page handout that explains
this integral planning document and what’s next for TSMV. TSMV also prepared an analogy available to
provide greater understanding of the planning process, an email newsletter sign-up sheet and feedback
form. Each piece of collateral includes phone and website details for more information.
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TSMV refreshed navigation and content on its website to reflect a clearer vision for TSMV, shifting from
the marketing messaging previously used to sell homes. The homepage has a clean look that connects to
the visual identity used in the Draft Vision and Principles document and communications materials to
create consistency and familiarity. The website includes the Draft Overall Vision for Three Sisters
Mountain Village, Draft Vision for Smith Creek and Draft Vision for Three Sisters’ Village. Users were also
asked to share feedback by email at info@tsmv.ca. Community engagement activities are also provided,
as well as a brief history of the project. Blog posts on the website share information about the project,
including articles explaining what an Area Structure Plan is, information about the Environmental Impact
Statement process, the current state of health and wellness tourism and more.

www.tsmv.ca
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PROMOTING OUTREACH OPPORTUNITIES
TSMV shared details about engagement activities on its Facebook page, in an email newsletter to over
900 subscribers and in weekly advertisements in the Rocky Mountain Outlook.

Rocky Mountain Outlook ad

TSMV Newsletter

TSMV Facebook page
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VERBATIM COMMENTS
This represents a good opportunity to help with housing affordability.
Make sure there are enough services so you don’t need to go downtown
We need more information on what kinds of commercial development
More coffee shops and community spaces
Work on achieving balance between commercial in the proposed areas and downtown
Make sure there are peaceful, quiet areas to reflect.
Better parks and green spaces.
Concerned with congestion (specifically bridge).
Bike trail paths to link communities on the south side of the valley.
Pathways and trails to walk, run, bike, etc.
Need TSMV to help find bridge solution.
Saying that development should stop is not the right way to go.
Talk with realtors to help share more information about future plans
Making sure the wildlife corridor remains functional is the most important thing.
Lower density.
Activities for young adults to get them out of the home (game café).
Indoor walking and jogging opportunities.
Indoor recreation opportunities (non-athletic).
Entertainment complex (more facilities then at Elevation Place).
Field House – rec Centre.
Family skating opportunities.
Movie/theatre complex.
Trails to act as buffer.
Build the Village first. It’s on disturbed land that will never be developed as golf course.
More respect for corridors.
Green space between corridor and homes (buffer from wildlife).
TSMV needs to feel like its part of Canmore
Work with the "feel" of Canmore, but make Canmore more accessible.
High end places are being built. We need affordable places.
Resort homes make it difficult for Canmore residents to live
Do not need more 2nd homes for Calgary people
Affordability. More apartments and condos.
Second home ownders drive up the costs of housing.
Afffordability is a concern.
Make what is built simpler, so it is more affordable.
Perpetual Affordable Housing. MacArthur Place hasn't worked well (example).
I don't want to see commercial (grocery stores) in Three Sisters. I'm happy to drive into town.
Don't want to see more hotels in Three Sisters
Recreation behind Hubman's Landing.
Playgrounds.
Small imprint, more green spaces.
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Needs to accommodate walking and biking trails and other modes.
Bike trails and connectivity.
Keep the connectivity of trails.
How will you work to not close mountain bike trails?
Make sure you keep a good mountain bike trail system
Trails and consistency between quarry lake and beyond.
Cost sustainability - Taxes need to cover corridor fences every 30 years.
I understand its private land and development will happen but its time to scale development down. Don't risk our wildlif
Sell 200 lots then sell the rest back to Canmore/Province as nature conservatory.
Build environmental factors in homes (ie. Geothermal)
Precautionary principle
Canmore is growing. If its done well its good.
Come to Town Council with 1 ASP for all your lands
Its too bad it has to be developed but I understand why
Bring one ASP forward
I'm excited to see it developed. I'd like to see it developed as the rest of Canmore.
Build something useful, not just a golf course of some other waste of space.
I am excited for the vision.
I enjoy biking through the old golf course.
You can't not go forward, but make sure its done well.
Consultation is good. Keep it up.
We need this.
Who is liable with undermining in the future?
Is undermining really a big issue? How will it be mitigated?
No to development on undermined lands (old golf course).
Safe building in undermined areas.
Move people, not animals.
Balance with wildlife concerns.
Off leash dogs in the corridor is a problem. More information is needed.
Wildlife corridor needs to be protected.
I can only support development that allows for wildlife connectivity in Smith Creek.
Traditional aesthetic (look and feel) of housing, less sharp angles. Mountain community style of architecture should be c
Flavour of Canmore = contiguous vs. suburbs.
Affordability. Accommodate different options (Van life, campgrounds, etc.).
Don’t just build expensive mansions. Need a variety of spaces.
Secondary suites.
Need more affordable options. Lots popping up, need more.
Need more affordability. Build more to bring prices down.
Build a campground.
More housing for single people.
More rental options for working people.
Support for service workers (housing and social support).
Too much focus on inclusive to mask jealousy. People have earned their money and they shouldn’t be punished for it. Lo
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Canmore biathlete: hard to find place to live, even shared accommodation is expensive. Affordability close to communit
Diversity is what makes this interesting.
Need diversity in the community.
Campgrounds.
Places to live for people trying to make a living.
Student housing.
Since 1992 they’ve promised affordability. It gets bumped to the next approval. The Town of Canmore can’t function wit
Please do not bring in any more chain stores. Local businesses only.
If commercial, restrict it to restaurants and mid-size food stores. Not Whistler! Its an awful development. To many high e
I would like to see restaurants.
Make sure there are amenities for people living in those areas.
Increase opportunities for dining, groceries.
Please don’t compete with downtown core – its critical to us.
Don’t compete with downtown. Small businesses and coffee shops are OK.
No chain stores.
I love Market Bistro – more places like that.
Opportunities for convenience shopping so they don’t have to go downtown.
Create an education institute or a university.
More community spaces and event space. Some sort of area for people to rent out for activities.
Bonfire area and other winter amenities.
Create a transit system in an interesting way to move around. A gondola or something integrated.
Train for visitors to get here.
How will people get here? How will they move around?
Transportation – How can you do that well with this size population? Can’t widen existing bridge because feeder roadwa
Fear is congestion.
Bus route from Three Sisters to Harvie Heights.
Need to reduce downtown congestion.
How do we address parking issues?
Transportation connecting to downtown is important (specifically at bridge).
Concerned about congestions – specifically at bridge.
Avoid separation from downtown. Enhance connectivity from TSMV to town.
Accessibility to sustainable transportation.
Natural calming measures – raised crosswalks.
Traffic regulations needed.
More pathways, pedestrian-friendly spaces.
Walkability is important.
Keep the bike paths and have lots of spaces to ride.
Proper lighting for safety when walking.
Smith Creek area has high methane. Should develop basements with vent above roofline.
Don’t carve out the mountains anymore.
We live here for nature, space and sense of community.
Disgusting – don’t carve out the landscape. What a waste.
Make sure long-terms maintenance dollars are realistic (covered).
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Vacancy tax like Vancouver.
What do you mean by resort? What will that be?
Do we need more world class recreation facilities? What about World Class sustainability?
Opposed to this development but it’s a done deal. You are just going to pave the valley and make your money.
How much do we actually need this development?
Go to Banff to recreate.
Don’t pick on the new developments to compensate for other issues in the community.
Mixed feelings about it, but fine if it covers the future we want for the community.
I’m surprised there isn’t something built already.
Need a separate development and structure plan presented and considered separately. Doesn’t matter if the owner is th
Go to Monday Food and Friends – good place to get input.
Go to Churches (Anglican, united, Lutherans) or hospital for feedback or lunch and learn.
Make it world class. Let’s just do it!
Town of Canmore has poor sense of planning.
Development is inevitable.
Don’t carve out the landscape anymore.
Do not build houses on old golf course. Undermining is unsafe.
Not safe to build in “village” because of undermining. You shouldn’t build there.
You can’t build a village there. It’s not safe to put buildings/hotel on that land (undermining).
Be respectful – use proper mitigation for undermining.
No Mountain Ash – attracts bears.
No pets (dogs or cats) – they attract bears.
Wildlife education (signage, campaigns for guests/locals).
How are you going to mitigate impacts to wildlife?
Wildlife corridors are heavily used by humans.
Wildlife education is important. You need people to keep dogs on leash and why. Also need to educate on the importanc
Wildlife is the number 1 concern. There are too many bears and elk in the town and on the roads.
800-metre wildlife corridors are required. Need to meet science.
Corridors are too narrow.
Needs to be independent, science-based review.
I like the idea of adaptive movement and monitor.
Humans should be fenced in not wildlife.
Look at bottleneck within wildlife corridors.
Will there be a fence to protect wildlife?
Do not build a fence. It is too costly to maintain.
Make sure corridor is up to provincial standards.
You can co-exist with wildlife.
Corridor is biggest priority.
I don’t think Resort Centre should be developed. The only way to keep corridor viable is to have the golf course as a buff
The corridor is a tight jam. Can’t squeeze the corridor to the bare minimum, there won’t be enough room for animals to
Smith Creek - The length of the corridor there means that the width should be great. We have to look at all of the portio
then the quarry, then Dead Man’s flats. They have to go through the resort to get there. There is only one underpass. Th
Be respectful – use proper mitigation for wildlife.
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Be respectful – use proper mitigation for wildlife).
What your definition of “Affordable Housing?"
Is this outreach legislated for TSMV to do?
In the Flight Analogy, are you “developing” the flight plan, or are you saying “this is” the flight plan?
Can buildings be built on undermined lands?
Wasn’t the golf course put where it is because undermining doesn’t allow building to be built on it?
Where are these developments? Can you show locations on a map? On Golf Course?
Fence only in new areas, not in front of areas that don’t have fencing now.
Fence: if you have no predators for rabbits, they will go unchecked.
Need to sustain quality standards over time.
Would like to see more affordable housing. Canmore is extremely expensive.
Need affordable housing.
Would like to see more entry level housing.
Affordability – housing for all levels.
Consider the social cost for development (food security).
High density to make businesses more viable.
Part-time homeowners can’t support sustainable commercial development in these new areas of Canmore.
Adding commercial spaces is only useful if it attracts businesses.
Try to complement downtown businesses (satellite businesses).
A place for healing.
Pain clinic and holistic health and wellness.
High end hotel and European-style Village.
Adding commercial spaces is only useful if it attracts businesses.
Grocery store.
Grocery store in Three Sisters.
Keep commercial low to not detract from downtown.
Want to see guarantee of commercial space.
Hydrology Institute.
Put a coffee shop near the waterfall.
Limit traffic impact on Dead Man’s Flats.
Better connections to existing pathways.
More mountain biking.
If development happens, keep people on assigned trails.
Consider the infrastructure challenge of density and moving people through downtown.
Quality of life.
Sense of community not sense of place.
Growth is good for the town.
Lots of resident’s don’t want any more homes.
Viability is variable over time. What’s viable now, might not be in a few years.
Less development is better. High population pressure is a big issue.
Who will pay for this? How much developer and how much town?
Concerns with undermining.
Clarification on who is liable for undermining.
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No wildlife fencing; it takes away from why people live in Canmore, educate people.
Preservation of the wildlife corridor.
Concerns with wildlife.
Soft transition from buildings to wildlife areas.
I support development as long as its done to protect wildlife and developed well for lots of people.
More less landscaped spots (see use of slightly forested area around OLS school.
Design, build and price so its attractive for residents.
Policy is the only way to make sure there are more permanent residents.
How can we make sure residents buy these homes?
By building bigger homes – not affordable – you are encouraging transients.
Long-term housing for seniors.
Are there any requirements for Perpetual Affordable Housing?
What does inclusivity mean to TSMV? Should be all ages, all incomes.
There is not enough affordable housing now. Hotels and spas need to include staff housing.
Affordable – you talk about spas which isn’t what lower income people can afford.
Will new hotels have staff housing or will they overflow into existing inventory.
Affordability – how will you respond? There are staff that can’t afford.
Houses or apartments or condos?
Everyone is tired of the traffic downtown. Commercial in Three Sisters would help.
The language economic engine doesn’t feel right.
Need two grocery stores.
Economic driver – what is that? Its sounds like construction.
Concerned about the amount of hotel space vs. homes for permanent residents.
Push the resort to Smith Creek and allow residents to be close to town.
Align so not compete with downtown Canmore businesses.
Are there plans to build another school site?
Mitigate – floods, fire, undermining, avalanche.
Fire Smart – give enough room for trees (not burn down like Fort McMurray)
Fire station to service new area.
Fire Smart should be a huge priority.
Would like to see a significant setback from the creeks.
I don’t think visitors will use public transit to get to downtown.
Commuter transportation.
Transportation is so important. Need to consider congestion to and from TSMV.
Mitigate more traffic on Three Sisters Parkway
Keep the current green path near the creek in Three Sisters Village wild - its beautiful.
Keep the wild path along the creek – don’t pave.
Most recent residential developments seem to be moving towards more asphalt and concrete pathways – good for bike
eye, knees and vegetation in the long run.
A nice project. I love it!
How will this make my quality of life better?
More churches.
How are you going to manage construction to make it livable?
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Manage the construction so it minimizes the impact on quality of life.
Need to do your homework on undermining to make sure it’s safe to build.
Who is responsible in case mitigation fails for undermining and or flooding? Need clear wording and updating of legal st
Undermining – who is responsible for issues if a house was to sink?
Off-leash dogs are an issue.
Preserve trees.
More apartment complexes for rental opportunities.
Affordable housing opportunities.
Affordable Housing.
Gated community approach is offensive. Don’t do.
Make it affordable for middle class.
Mixture of housing for young professionals.
Want to see neighbourhoods (heart & soul) not second homes.
We need more affordable options. WE can’t find or keep employees because they don’t have accommodation.
More locals housing and less secondary homes.
Homes for locals first. How will this be implemented?
Affordable housing reflecting actual needs of what citizens can afford.
Don’t need massive single family homes used two times per year.
I live in Three Sisters and it’s a ghost town.
Less vacant homes.
Mix of density.
Specialized commercial (i.e. OBGYN) more than local demand (consider regional visits)
Would be great to have amenities at the Dead Man’s Flats end of Smith Creek.
Grocery stores.
Need more amenities if adding people.
Restrict the size of commercial developments. The prior proposal was multiples larger than the downtown core which w
More places to study; college or other schools.
Great opportunity for construction industry (local contractor with employees).
Need more industrial for shops – flow it properly to minimize noise in community (residential – business – industrial)
New playground.
Playgrounds.
Build responsibly with flood mitigation in mind.
Bike path system.
Need to maintain bike trails.
Mountain-bike village.
Make it a mountain bike mecca.
Keep Loki mountain bike trail.
How many more people will be living in Canmore at build out?
Increase terrain access to new areas for climbing/cragging.
Hubman’s Landing doesn’t feel like a community.
New climbing routes where there are no wildlife impacts.
Too much build out – both height and density.
Too much build out.
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Via Ferrata for access to high vertical, exposed big walls.
Different approach to stripping and grading.
Very little transparency in the past. Good to see this sort of thing happening.
Will TSMV continue to threaten litigation against those that oppose them? Where is safe discourse?
Fine balance. Would be nice to keep just for wildlife. But, on the other hand we need development/housing/businesses.
Fire Golder.
Homeowners need to be made clear when buying.
Sinkhole liability – who is responsible?
Who is on the hook for undermining afterwards? Answer should be TSMV not the taxpayer.
Make sure wildlife are safe (corridors).
Keep development as close to the parkway as possible to maximize corridor width.
Concentrate development towards the parkway – higher density – to keep corridor space.
No fencing. This is a ploy to maximize development and ruin the town’s sense of place and culture.
No fence.
Last time the TSMV proposal was inherently destructive to the wildlife corridors. The corridors must be maximized as sh
Respect the wildlife underpass and do not move it.
Current corridors are not sufficient.
Viable wildlife corridors.
Concerns with wildlife. Make sure the corridor is wide enough for animal movement.
As much wildlife areas as possible.
Keep the water feature as an amenity.
Will there be affordable housing for staff.
Olympic housing.
More affordable housing.
What are you doing about affordable housing?
Should be inclusive. Need more homes so more people can live here.
Would like to see more restaurants rather than straight residential development.
Local retail (grocery store) is important to keep people out of their cars.
Local commercial for residents of Three Sisters.
Canmore needs a Wal Mart and a Casino – a casino will help with taxes. Also, a Home Depot and other box stores.
Green spaces and healthy trees.
Field house – climate limits the amount of outdoor activity. Good for youth and seniors.
Indoor ice rink with event seating.
Bowling alley.
Trails are important.
Walking trails.
Would be good to know what trails can and can’t be used.
Mountain Bike paths. Create more destinations for bikers.
Concerned about new development being close to existing community.
Make it a destination that is attractive for residents, not just out of towners.
Do it but do it well.
What impact will this have on our taxes?
Clarity on lands adjacent to Miscow.
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Make sure we have support of community via comms plan.
Education for people to keep dogs on leash.
Maintain a large corridor along Smith Creek.
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